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Abstract. In the fields of electronic packaging, micromanipulation, scanning, and two translational (2T) mech-
anisms are required, especially with high stiffness, for a large workspace, with good driving stability, and other
occasions. Redundant actuators are required to improve the performance of the 2T compliant parallel mechanism.
The novelty of the work is to propose a new method for the type synthesis of a 2T redundant actuated compliant
parallel mechanism based on the freedom and constraint topology (FACT) approach and the atlas approach. The
synthesis conditions are given, and the synthesis process is formulated. With this method, new 2T redundant
actuated compliant parallel mechanisms are synthesized. Some new mechanisms have been synthesized, which
enriches the compliant parallel mechanism configurations. Based on the atlas method, the synthesized mecha-
nism is analyzed. The results verify the correctness and effective of the synthesis method. The method is also
suitable for a type of synthesis of redundant actuated compliant parallel mechanisms with 3, 4, 5, and 6 degrees
of freedom (DOF), respectively.

1 Introduction

XY-compliant parallel mechanisms (CPMs) have been ex-
tensively used in a variety of applications, such as atomic
force microscopes (Zhang et al., 2017; Hao, 2014), micro-
assembly (Liu et al., 2017), and data storage (Qin et al.,
2013; Tian et al., 2014). They transfer and transform the mo-
tion/load through the elastic deformation of flexible mem-
bers and are parallel-type manipulators. Their merits include
eliminated backlash and friction, no need for lubrication, re-
duced wear and noise, and monolithic configuration (Clark
et al., 2016). However, the applications of compliant mecha-
nism are limited because it is hard to make a precision micro-
positioning system with both a large workspace and high car-
rying capacity at the same time.

According to previous work (Awtar and Slocum, 2007;
Hao and Yu, 2016; Wan and Xu, 2016; Choi et al., 2012;
Du and Li, 2020; Lai and Zhu, 2017), the workspace of
such mechanisms is largely dependent on the type of flex-
ure hinge. In traditional designs, different flexure hinges are

used. Then, flexure hinges with well-defined rotation axes
are used to replace conventional revolute joints in rigid-
body mechanism configurations. For example, a multi-axis,
large-output XY compliant mechanism is proposed (Hao,
2017). This design is achieved by replacing each rigid P joint
with the basic parallelogram module. A novel, large-range
XY CPM with enhanced out-of-plane stiffness is proposed
(Hao and Kong, 2012). The mechanism uses planar dou-
ble multi-beam parallelogram modules (DMBPMs) to con-
struct compliant P joints. A piezoelectric robot with four
parallel legs operating in a rowing mechanism is presented
and tested (Deng et al., 2019). A novel flexure parallel kine-
matics precision positioning stage with a centimeter range
and compact dimension is presented. The experimental re-
sults demonstrate that the stage is capable of positioning
with a workspace over 11 mm× 11 mm (Xu, 2013). A new
large-stroke XY micro-positioning stage is proposed. The
XY stage is based on serially arranged compliant mecha-
nisms with flexure hinges. A stroke of 20 mm within a 10 µm
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positioning deviation is achieved in both axes (Gräser et al.,
2021). A large range-compliant XY nano-manipulator is pro-
posed. The mechanism can achieve millimeter strokes and
high natural frequency (Liu and Zhang, 2021). According
to the above, most large-stroke compliant mechanisms im-
prove the workspace mainly through using the plate flexible
hinges or adding the displace amplification mechanism. And,
a small workspace is one of main restrictions on the applica-
tion of compliant mechanisms.

On the other hand, it is challenging to devise a com-
pliant micro-positioning stage with high carrying capacity.
For rigid-body mechanism, the carrying capacity can be im-
proved by using a redundant actuator (Qi et al., 2019a, b,
2020; Wang et al., 2020; Tan et al., 2019). For the compliant
mechanism, a 3-PUPU compliant parallel mechanism is pro-
posed, which adopts a dual-drive scheme (Yun and Li, 2011).
Based on the 3-PUS/PU parallel mechanism, a new com-
pliant parallel mechanism with redundant actuation is pro-
posed. And, the driving stability of the mechanism is proved
through the analysis of the kinematics (Mahl et al., 2012). A
4-PPR compliant parallel mechanism with redundant actua-
tion is proposed (Yang et al., 2019). Its kinematics and static
stiffness are analyzed, and the results prove that the mecha-
nism has decoupling characteristics and a compact structure.
A 3 degrees of freedom (DOF) compliant parallel mecha-
nism with redundant actuation is proposed to improve the
workspace and carrying capacity (He and Zhen, 2007; Fan,
2006). A compliant mechanism realizes the redundant actu-
ation through shape memory alloy (SMA) actuation (Kitti-
nanthapanya et al., 2019). A dual-drive compliant robot is
analyzed. The results demonstrate that the redundant actu-
ated mechanism can achieve driving force optimization and
control (Tagliamonte et al., 2012). An integral optical micro-
adjustment mechanism with redundant actuation is proposed
(Zhang and Zhao, 2014; Dong et al., 2017). However, most
of the redundant actuated compliant parallel mechanisms are
proposed based on rigid-body mechanism with redundant ac-
tuation, and there is no a systematic method for the type syn-
thesis of a redundant actuated compliant parallel mechanism.

To this end, a conceptual design method is proposed in this
research. And, a new two translational (2T) redundant actu-
ated compliant parallel mechanism is synthesized. The re-
maining parts of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2
is based on the freedom and constraint topology (FACT) ap-
proach and the atlas approach, a new method for type syn-
thesis of redundant actuated compliant parallel mechanism is
proposed, the synthesis conditions are given, and the synthe-
sis process is formulated. Section 3 discusses how, with this
method, new 2T redundant actuated compliant parallel mech-
anisms are synthesized. In Sect. 4 the synthesized mecha-
nisms are analyzed to verify the correctness and rationality
of the proposed type synthesis method.

Table 1. Freedom and constraint line.

2 Synthesis method of a new compliant parallel
mechanism

2.1 Rule of complementary patterns

In order to visualize the relationship between freedoms and
constraints in a mechanical system, Blanding (1999) intro-
duced both constraint lines and freedom lines, as shown in
Table 1. At the meantime, he addressed the rule of comple-
mentary patterns (Blanding rule) that states that every free-
dom line intersects all constraint lines.

Based on the visual-constraint-based design method, Hop-
kins and Culpepper (2010a, b) extended this method and fur-
ther proposed a FACT approach to achieve a visual-type syn-
thesis of compliant mechanisms. For this purpose, they de-
noted a collection of commonly used freedom and constraint
screw sets as freedom spaces (FSs) and constraint spaces
(CSs), respectively, and established luxuriant patterns repre-
senting the unique mapping between FSs and their comple-
mentary CSs.

2.2 Synthesis conditions of the mechanism

Some synthesized conditions are introduced for a redundant
actuated compliant parallel mechanism. Firstly, the number
of redundant actuated motion pairs need to be determined.
Then, the number of compliant branches need also to be
determined. Finally, the arrangement of compliant branches
needs to be selected.

According to the principle of independent drive, the prin-
ciple of symmetry, and the minimum principle of redundant
actuated motion pairs, the number of the redundant actuated
motion pairs is obtained. For the principle of independent
drive, the dimensional remains unchanged for the constraint
space and freedom space of the mechanism when the mecha-
nisms add the redundant actuated motion pairs. For the prin-
ciple of symmetry, the precision performance and the stiff-
ness performance can be improved. Parasitic motion is an in-
herent property of the compliant mechanism. It affects the ac-
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curacy of the compliant mechanism. But for the asymmetric
compliant mechanism, an uneven force is present. Thus, the
parasitic motion cannot be ignored. The symmetrical com-
pliant mechanism can answer the problem of the uneven
force and cause a little parasitic motion. Moreover, the para-
sitic motion of the asymmetric compliant mechanism can be
compensated by symmetric arrangement. Thus, the symmet-
rical compliant mechanism can improve the precision per-
formance. For the minimum principle of redundant actuated
motion pairs, the number of redundant actuated motion pairs
can be confirmed further.

First, we obtain the range of the number of redundant ac-
tuated motion pairs by the principle of symmetry. Then, we
obtain the range of the number of redundant actuated motion
pairs by the principle of independent drive. Finally, the par-
ticular value is obtained by the minimum principle of redun-
dant actuated motion pairs. Thus, the number of redundant
actuated motion pairs, W , was determined.

When the number of redundant actuated motion pairs and
the DOF of the mechanism is determined, the number of the
compliant branches, n, is determined. Thus, the number of
compliant branches, n, is expressed as follows:

n=M +W, (1)

whereM is the DOF of the mechanism, andW is the number
of redundant actuated motion pairs.

In order to ensure that the synthesized mechanisms meet
the requirements of the DOF, the branches of the mechanism
need to be reasonably arranged.

Assuming that the mechanism can achieve the desired mo-
tion, the relationship needs to be satisfied among the con-
straint spaces of all compliant branches and the constraint
space of moving platform, which is written as follows:

dim(Cm)= dim(C1)∪ dim(Ci) (i = 1,2, . . ., n) , (2)

where Cm denotes the constraint space of the moving plat-
form, Ci(i = 1,2, . . .,n) denotes the constraint space of the
compliant branch, and ∪ denotes the union set operation.

2.3 Synthesis process

In this paper, a new synthesized method is proposed. New 2T
redundant actuated compliant parallel mechanisms are intro-
duced based on the proposed method. The process for the
type synthesis is presented as follows.

Step 1: specify the freedom space of the moving plat-
form according to desired DOF M of the mechanism.
Then, determine the reciprocal constraint spaces and all
possible same-dimensional constraint spaces by using
the Blanding rule.

Step 2: generate a complete fundamental building block
(FBB) library in terms of decomposing for the CSs ob-
tained from step 1.

Step 3: determine the number of the redundant actuators
W according to the principle of independent drive, the
principle of symmetry, and the minimum principle of
redundant actuated motion pairs. Then, the symmetric
CSs selected under W are known.

Step 4: obtain all sub-constraint spaces based on the
symmetric CSs and the fundamental building block.
Then, determine the reciprocal sub-freedom spaces by
using the Blanding rule.

Step 5: obtain the motion modules of the compliant
branch corresponding to the sub-freedom spaces.

Step 6: determine the number and arrangement of
the compliant branches and propose the combina-
tion schemes of the compliant branches by the sub-
constraint spaces. Then, obtain the motion modules of
the compliant parallel mechanism by combining the
motion modules of the compliant branches.

Step 7: choose a suitable flexure hinge and achieve the
mapping of the motion module to mechanism module.
Then, obtain the compliant parallel mechanisms with
a defined motion based on the motion modules of the
compliant parallel mechanism obtained in step 6.

Step 8: verify the DOF of the synthesized mechanism
and obtain the new redundant actuated compliant paral-
lel mechanism.

3 Type synthesis of 2T redundant actuated
compliant parallel mechanism

In this section, a 2T redundant actuated compliant parallel
mechanism is synthesized based on the new method, and a
new 2T compliant mechanism is obtained.

3.1 Synthesis of the compliant branch

Step 1: determine the freedom space and the reciprocal
constraint space

In order to synthesize a 2T redundant actuated compliant par-
allel mechanism, the FS and the CS are determined. Accord-
ing to the motion characteristics of the moving platform, the
FS of the mechanism is obtained, as shown in Fig. 1a. Then,
the reciprocal constraint space is obtained by the Blanding
rule, as shown in Fig. 1b.

Figure 1a shows that both translation freedoms of the mov-
ing platform are on the plane spanned by the moving plat-
form. Figure 1b shows that the three torque constraints on
the moving platform intersect at a point in space, and three
force constraints are parallel to each other in space, which is
equal to a vertical upward force constraint and three torque
constraints. Thus, all possible same-dimensional constraint
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Figure 1. (a) Freedom space of the moving platform. (b) Constraint
space of the moving platform.

Figure 2. Fundamental building blocks.

spaces of the moving platform are obtained by keep the con-
straints unchanged, as shown in Table 2. For example, it is
easy to know that the symbols 2, 4, 6, and 7 in Table 2 repre-
sent the same-dimensional constraint spaces, and the dimen-
sional is equal to 4. Among them, the dimensional is also
equal to 4. The symbols 1, 3, and 5 in Table 2 can be seen to
have the same dimensional constraint space.

Step 2: determine the fundamental building block

According to proposed synthesis method in the Sect. 2.3,
the fundamental building block is obtained. Then, the low-
dimensional constraint spaces are obtained in terms of de-
composing the CSs obtained from Table 2. Thus, we can gen-
erate a complete fundamental building block (FBB) library,
which is the low-dimensional constraint spaces. The funda-
mental building blocks are illustrated in Fig. 2.

Step 3: determine the symmetric constraint spaces

In order to ensure that the mechanism has good bearing ca-
pacity and driving characteristics to realize the plane 2T mo-
tion, a redundant actuator is adopted. According to the intro-
duced type synthesis process in Sect. 2.3 and the synthesis
conditions in Sect. 2.2, the number of the redundant actuator
W is determined.

First, according to the principle of symmetry, the symme-
try compliant mechanisms with four compliant limbs are de-
termined. Thus, the range of the number of the redundant
actuators is obtained, as shown in Eq. (3), as follows:

W ≥ 2. (3)

Figure 3. Symmetrical constraint spaces. (a) The first type. (b) The
second type. (c) The third type.

Then, according to the principle of independent drive, each
compliant branch only has one actuator as the active pair.
Thus, the range of the number of the redundant actuators is
obtained, as shown in Eq. (4), as follows:

W ≤ 2. (4)

Finally, according to the minimum principle of redundant ac-
tuated motion pairs, the actuated motion pairs are obtained.
That is, W is equal to 2. Then, the symmetry constraint
spaces are obtained, as shown in Fig. 3.

Step 4: determine all possible sub-constraint spaces

In order to synthesize the 2T redundant actuated compli-
ant parallel mechanism, the motion module of the compliant
branch is synthesized. According to the proposed synthesis
method, the sub-constraint spaces, sub-freedom spaces, and
the motion modules are obtained in turn.

First, all possible sub-constraint spaces are obtained by
combining appropriate FBBs, i.e., the symmetry constraint
spaces. For example, the symmetric constraint space 1 is ob-
tained by combining twoR(N,u) and two P (n). TheR(N,u)
represents the single-force constraint. The P (n) represents
the single torque constraint.

Similarly, all symmetrical constraint spaces can ob-
tain by selecting appropriate FBBs. Thus, we obtain six
sub-constraint spaces including single-force constraint, sin-
gle torque constraint, two-force constraints, two torque con-
straints, one-force constraint and one torque constraint, and
three-force constraints, as shown in Fig. 4.

Step 5: determine motion modules of compliant branch

Taking the single-force constraint as an example, the recipro-
cal sub-freedom spaces and the motion modules of the com-
pliant branch corresponding to sub-freedom spaces are ob-
tained. For the single-force constraint case, its reciprocal sub-
freedom spaces are obtained, as shown in Table 3. The mo-
tion modules of the compliant branch are obtained by map-
ping the geometric module to the motion module. Part of the
configurations of the compliant branch under the single-force
constraint are shown in Table 4. For convenience, the motion
modules are defined as set A. Such modules correspond to a
sub-constrained space with a single-force constraint.
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Table 2. Same-dimensional constraint spaces.

Table 3. Reciprocal sub-freedom space of the single-force constraint branch.

As shown in Table 4, (RRR)s denotes the connection that
all hinges connect to, in turn, and intersect at, (RR)s denotes
the connection that all hinges connect to, in turn, and inter-
sect at, (PR)c denotes the cylindrical pair formed by the rotat-
ing pair and the prismatic pair, RRR denotes that the rotation
axes of all hinges intersect at a point, Ri denotes the rotation
around the x axis, Rj denotes the rotation around the y axis,
Rk denotes the rotation around the y axis, P i denotes the
translation along the x axis, P j denotes the translation along
the y axis, and P k denotes the translation along the y axis. U
denotes the universal joint, and S denotes the spherical pair.

Similarly, the reciprocal sub-freedom spaces are obtained
by analyzing the other five kinds of constraints in Fig. 4.
Then, its motion modules of the compliant branch corre-

sponding to the sub-constraint spaces are obtained, as shown
in Table 5. For example, set B denotes the motion modules of
the compliant branch corresponding to the sub-constrained
spaces with one torque constraints, set C denotes the mo-
tion modules of the compliant branch corresponding to the
sub-constrain spaces with two torque constraints, and set D
denotes the motion modules of the compliant branch corre-
sponding to the sub-constrained spaces with two-force con-
straints.
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Table 4. The configurations of a compliant branch under single-force constraint.

Sub-constraint Sub-freedom Motion module of the compliant branch
space space

a 1 (RRR)k(RiRj )s (RRR)kU ij (RR)k(RiRj )sRk

Rk(RR)k(RiRj )s (RR)kU ijRk (RiRj )s (RRR)s
Ri (RRR)kRj Ri (RR)kRjRk RiRkRj (RR)k

2 (RRR)s (RiRj )s (RRR)sU ij Rk(RiRj )s (RiRj )s
(RiRj )sS (RiRj )s (RiRj )sRk Rk(RiRj )s (RiRj )s

3 Rk(RRR)sRk (RRR)s (RR)k RkSRk

4 Not applicable.

5 P jRk(RRR)s P jRkS P j (RRR)sRk

P jSRk Rk(RRR)sP j RkSP j

P jRiRk(RjRk)s P j (RjRk)sRkRi

6 P iRk(RRR)s P i (RRR)sRk P iSRk

Rk(RRR)sP i RkSP i P iRkS

7 P j (RiRj )s (RR)k P j (RR)k(RiRj )s P jU ij (RR)k

RkP jRkU ij RkP jRk(RiRj )s P j (RR)kU ij

RiP j (RR)kRj P jRjRi (RR)k

8 P iP j (RiRj )sRk P iP jS P iRiP jRjRk

RiP iP jRjRk P iRkP jU ij P iRkP j (RiRj )s
RiP iRkP jRj P iP jU ijRk

9 P iP j (RRR)s P iRiRjP jRk P i (RRR)sP j

P iSP j P iRiP jRkRj

Table 5. The motion modules of the compliant branch under the different constraint case.

Sub-constraint space Set Motion module of the compliant branch

b B (RRR)(RR)s P i (RR)jP jP k P iCjRjP k RjP i (RjP j )cP k P iP jP k(RiRj )s
P iP jP k(RR)j P i (RjP j )cRjP k RjP iP jP kRj RjP iCjP k P iP jP kU ij

P i (RiRj )sP jP k P iU ijP jP k P iP j (RiRj )sP k P iP jU ijP k P iRiP jP kRj

P iRiP jRjP k RiP iP jP kRj P iP jP k(RR)i P i (RR)iP jP k P j (P iRi )cRiP k

P jCiRiP k RiP iP jP kRi RiP jP iRiP k RiP jCiP k (RiRj )sRi (RiRj )s
U ijRiU ij RiU ijU ij (RiRj )sRj (RiRj )s U ijRjU ij RjU ijU ij

P iP jRi (RjRi )s P iP jRiU ij P iP jU ijRi P iRiP j (RiRj )s CiP jU ij

c C Rj (RRR)k P jRj (RR)k (PR)jc (RR)k RkCjRk P j (RR)kRj

P jRkRjRk Rk(PR)jcRk RjP j (RR)k RjRkP jRk P iP j (RjRk)s
P iP jU jk P i (RjRk)sP j P iU jkP j P iRjP jRk P jRk(RR)j

P jRjRjRk RjP jRjRk Rj (P jR)jcRk RjCjRk

d D P
i
(RRR)i (PR)

i

c(RR)i Ci (RR)i RiCiRi P iP jP kRi

(PR)icP
jP k CiP jP k P jCiP k P iP j (RR)i P i (RR)iP j

P iRiP jRi CiP jRi P iP k(RR)i P iRiRiP k (PR)icP
kRi

e E (RiRj )s (RiRj )s Ri (RiRj )sRj RiU ijRj (RiRj )sU ij P iP j (RiRj )s
P iP jU ij P i (RiRj )sP j P iU ijP j (RiRj )sU ij

f F (RRR)k P j (RR)k RkP jRk P iP jRk P iRkP j

RkP iP j P i (RR)k RkP iRk
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Figure 4. All possible sub-constraint spaces. (a) Single-force con-
straint. (b) Single torque constraint. (c) Two torque constraints. (d)
Two-force constraints. (e) One-force constraint and one torque con-
straint. (f) Three-force constraints.

3.2 Synthesis of the compliant mechanism

Step 6: obtain the motion module of compliant
mechanism

In order to obtain the 2T redundant actuated compliant paral-
lel mechanism, the motion modules of the compliant mech-
anism are synthesized. According to the proposed synthesis
method, the number and the layout of compliant branches are
determined, respectively. Then, the motion modules of com-
pliant mechanism are obtained through the parallel arrange-
ment.

According to results in the Sect. 3.1, the DOF, M , and the
number of the redundant actuatorsW are determined, respec-
tively. And, the number of compliant branches n can be cal-
culated via Eq. (1). In this paper, the M is equal to 2, the W
is equal to 2, and n is equal to 4.

Based on proposed synthesis method, suitable sub-
constraint spaces are selected. Then, the value of the rank
of the constraint spaces is determined, and the combination
scheme requirements are judged by the Eq. (2). According to
Fig. 4, the rank of all constraint spaces is easily obtained.
For the single-force constraint space, dim(Ca) is equal to
1. For the single torque constraint, dim(Cb) is equal to 1.
For two torque constraints, dim(Cc) is equal to 2. For two-
force constraints, dim(Cd ) is equal to 2. For one-force and
one torque constraints, dim(Ce) is equal to 2. For three-force
constraints, dim(Cf ) is equal to 3.

As we can see, there are five kinds of combination schemes
with ideal constraint in Table 6. For the first scheme, as
an example, the mechanism is constrained by four branch
chains, and two of them simultaneously provide two-force
constraints. The rests provide two torque constraints, for
which two rotations in the plane and out of the plane are
constrained, respectively. Thus, the relationship of the rank

is obtained and can be written as follows:{
dim(Cd )∪ dim(Cc)dim(Cd )dim(Cc)= 4

dim(Cm)= 4 , (5)

where dim(Cd ) denotes the rank of the two-force constraints,
dim(Cc) denotes the rank of the two torque constraints, and
dim(Cm) denotes the rank of the mechanism. Thus, scheme
one is satisfactory. Scheme one is determined as being a one-
combination scheme.

According to the synthesis results in Sect. 3.1, this paper
has obtained motion modules of a compliant branch corre-
sponding to each sub-constraint by the proposed synthesis
method, respectively. For the first scheme, as an example,
the elements of sets C and D are selected, and the motion
modules of the mechanism is obtained. Part of the motion
modules of the mechanism are shown in Table 7.

Similarly, the constraints of each compliant branch are de-
termined by analyzing other schemes. Thus, the elements are
selected from the different sets. Those elements are com-
bined. Then, the motion modules of the mechanism are ob-
tained corresponding to each combination scheme, and part
of the motion modules of the mechanism are also shown in
Table 7.

Step 7: determine the compliant parallel mechanisms

Based on the proposed synthesis method, appropriate flexure
hinges are selected. The flexure hinges replace the physical
element to achieve the mapping between the motion module
and the mechanical module. At last, the 2T redundant actu-
ated compliant parallel mechanisms are obtained.

In this paper, the flexible plate unit is selected as the base
unit. And, several typical flexure hinges are shown in Table 8.
These flexure hinges are combined with the flexible plate
unit. P denotes the prismatic joint, R denotes the rotating
joint, U denotes the universal joint, the S denotes the spheri-
cal joint. For 4-PPS, as an example, two prismatic joints and
one spherical joint are selected to replace the corresponding
two physical elements. Through the different arrangement,
the two prismatic flexure pair can achieve the required mo-
tion. And the new compliant parallel mechanism is deter-
mined.

According to the proposed motion modules of the com-
pliant mechanism in Sect. 3.2, these flexure hinges are se-
lected to replace the those corresponding to the physical el-
ements, and the new redundant actuated compliant parallel
mechanisms are obtained. Parts of the compliant branches
are shown in Fig. 5, and parts of the compliant parallel mech-
anisms are shown in Fig. 6.

In Fig. 5, the kind and the arrangement of the flexure
hinges are obtained by observing each compliant branch. As
shown in Fig. 5a, the P jP i(RR)i compliant branch has one
prismatic joint along the x axis, one prismatic joint along the
y axis, and two revolute joints that rotate about the x axis.
As shown in Fig. 5b, the P jP iS compliant branch has one
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Table 6. Combination schemes.

Table 7. The motion modules of the mechanism.

Scheme Motion module of the mechanism

1 2Rj (RRR)k − 2P iP k(RR)i 2P iP jU jk − 2P iP jP kRi 2P jRk(RR)j − 2P iCiP j

2P j (RR)kRj − 2P iP j (RR)i 2P jRk(RR)j − 2P iRiP jRi 2P j (RR)kRj − 2P iP j (RR)i

2RkCjRk − 2P jCiP k 2P j (RR)jRk − 2P iRiP jP k 2P jRj (RR)k − 2P i (RR)iP j

2RkCjRk − 2P iP jRiP k 2P j (RR)kRj − 2P i (RR)iP j 2P jRj (RR)k − 2P i (RR)iP k

2P iU jkP j − 2P iP jP kRi 2P iU jkP j − 2P iCiP j 2P jRk(RR)j − 2RiP iP kRi

2P iP jU jk − 2P jP kCi 2P iRjP jRk − 2P i (RR)iP j

2 2(RRR)kU ij − 2(RR)iCi 2P iP jS− 2P iP k(RR)i 2P iP jS− 2RiP iP kRi

2P iRiRjP jRk − 2P iCiRiP k 2RiU ijRjRk − 2RiP iP kRi 2P jRkS− 2RiP iP kRi

2P iSP j − 2P iP k(RR)i 2RiU ijRjRk − 2RiP i (RR)i 2(RRR)sU ij − 2RiP i (RR)i

2P iP jU ijRk − 2P jP kCi 2P iP jU ijRk − 2P jCiP k 2(RRR)SU ij − 2P iP j (RR)i

2P iRkP jU ij − 2P iCiRiP j 2(RR)kS− 2P jCiP k 2P jRkS− 2P iCiRiP j

2P iRkP jU ij − 2P jP kCi 2RiU ijRjRk − 2P iP jP kRi 2P iP jS− 2RiP i (RR)i

2P iSP j − 2P iCiRiP j 2P iP jS− 2P jCiP k

3 2(RRR)k − 2(RRR)U ij 2RkP jRk − 2RiU ijU ij 2RkP iRk − 2P jCiU ij

2RkP jRk − 2RiRiRjU ij 2RkP iP j − 2P jP iRiU ij 2RkP jRk − 2(RiRj )sRjRjRi

2RkP jRk − 2(RiRj )sRiRiRj 2RkP iP j − 2CiP jU ij 2P i (RR)k − 2P jCiU ij

2P j (RR)k − 2P iCjRiP k 2P iP jRk − 2P iP jRiU ij 2P iP jRk − 2P iP jRiRiRj

2P j (RR)k − 2P iP jP k(RR)i 2(RRR)k − 2P iP jP kU ij 2(RRR)k − 2P iP jP k(RR)j

2P j (RR)k − 2P iP j (RiRj )sP k 2(RRR)k − 2P iP jP k(RiRj )s 2(RRR)k − 2P i (RR)jP jP k

2P j (RR)k − 2P iP jU ijP k 2(RRR)k − 2P iCjRjP k

4 2(RiRj )s (RiRj )s − 2Rj (RRR)k 2P iU ijP j − 2RjP jRjRk 2P i (RiRj )P j − 2Rj (RRR)k

2P iU ijP j − 2RjCjRk 2P iP j (RiRj )s − 2P iP jU jk 2RiU ijRj − 2RkCjRk

2P iP jU ij − 2P jRjRjRk 2RiU ijRj − 2P iP j (RjRk)s 2RiU ijRj − 2P jRkRkRj

2P iP jU ij − 2P jRk(RR)j 2RiU ijRj − 2RjP j (RR)k 2(RiRj )s (RiRj )s − 2P jRkRkRj

2P iP j (RiRj )s − 2P iRjP jRk 2(RiRj )s (RiRj )s − 2(RR)kCj 2(RiRj )s (RiRj )s − 2P jRi (RR)k

2P iP j (RiRj )s − 2P iU jkP j 2P i (RiRj )P j − 2RkCjRk 2P i (RiRj )P j − 2P iRjP jRk

2P iP j (RiRj )s − 2P i (RjRk)sP j 2P i (RiRj )P j − 2RjRkP jRk

5 4− (RiRj )s (RiRj )s 4− (RiRj )sU ij 4−P i (RiRj )P j

4−RiU ijRj 4−P iP j (RiRj )s 4−P iP jU ij
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Figure 5. (a) P jP i (RR)i compliant branch. (b) P jP iS compliant branch. (c) P jP iRjRk compliant branch. (d) P jP iRk compliant branch.
(e) P iP jU ij compliant branch.

prismatic joint along the x axis, one prismatic joint along the
y axis, and one spherical joint. Besides, these flexure hinge
connect in turn. As shown in Fig. 5c–e, the kind and the ar-
rangement of the flexure hinge are also determined for the
other three compliant branches. They all also have one pris-
matic joint along the x axis and one prismatic joint along the
y axis.

In Fig. 6, four kinds of CPMs are demonstrated. Among
them, each mechanism has four compliant branches, and
each compliant branch has a prismatic joint as the driving
joint. As shown in Fig. 6a, the 2P jP i(RR)i − 2P jP iS com-
pliant parallel mechanism is a plane symmetrical CPM. The
P j is the driving joint in the P jP i(RR)i compliant branch.
The P j is also the driving joint in the P jP iS compliant
branch. Figure 6b shows that the 2P jP i(RR)i−2P jP iRjRk

https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-12-983-2021 Mech. Sci., 12, 983–995, 2021
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Figure 6. (a) 2P jP i (RR)i − 2P jP iS compliant parallel mechanism. (b) 2P jP i (RR)i − 2P jP iRjRk compliant parallel mechanism.
(c) 2P jP i (RR)i − 2P jP iRk compliant parallel mechanism. (d) 4−P iP jU ij compliant parallel mechanism.

Table 8. Some typical flexure hinges.

compliant parallel mechanism is also the plane symmetrical
CPM. Figure 6c shows that the 2P jP iRk − 2P jP i(RR)iRj

compliant parallel mechanism is also the plane symmetrical
CPM. In addition, as shown in Fig. 6d, the 4−P iP jU ij com-
pliant parallel mechanism is the whole symmetrical CPM.
The mechanism has a small parasitic motion to achieve a
high-precision motion.

Step 8: DOF analysis of the mechanism

In order to verify the correctness of the proposed synthesis
method, the synthesized mechanism is analyzed. In this sec-

Figure 7. (a) The freedom lines and the constraint lines of
the P iP jU ij compliant branch. (b) The constraint lines of the
4−P iP jU ij redundant actuated compliant parallel mechanism.
(c) The freedom lines and the constraint lines of the 4−P iP jU ij

redundant actuated compliant parallel mechanism.

tion, taking the 4−P iP jU ij compliant parallel mechanism
as an example, the atlas method is carried out to validate the
DOF of the mechanism.

First, the freedom space and the constraint space of the
compliant branches are obtained. Then, the constraint space

Mech. Sci., 12, 983–995, 2021 https://doi.org/10.5194/ms-12-983-2021
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Figure 8. (a) The 4−P iP jU ij compliant parallel mechanism. (b) The deformation distribution of the 4−P iP jU ij CPM.

of the mechanism is obtained based on the constraints of the
compliant branches. Finally, the freedom space of the mecha-
nism is obtained by the Blanding rule. The structure diagram
is obtained for the 4−P iP jU ij compliant parallel mecha-
nism, and its lines graphs are determined, as shown in Fig. 7.

According to the type of flexure hinges and the geo-
metric characteristics of the mechanism, we know that the
mechanism belongs to the small deformation case, assum-
ing that the pose of the mechanism always remains un-
changed. As shown in Fig. 7a, each compliant branch pro-
vides a force constraint and a torque constraint on the mov-
ing platform during the motion of the mechanism. And, those
constraints are always vertical to the moving platform. Fig-
ure 7b shows that the moving platforms of the compliant
mechanism are constrained by four same-force constraints
and the four same-torque constraints. A paired parallel force
constraint of these is equivalent to one originated force con-
straint. And, the one torque constraint is perpendicular to the
plane in which this pair parallel force constraint is deter-
mined. As shown in Fig. 7c, the three-dimensional rotation
is constrained, and the translation motion is also constrained
in the vertical direction (z direction). Thus, the moving plat-
form can achieve the translation motion in the x and y di-
rections. It is proved that the 4−P iP jU ij mechanism can
achieve two translational motions.

3.3 Finite element analysis

In this section, taking the 4−P iP jU ij CPM as an exam-
ple, the finite element simulation is carried out to analyze the
motion characteristic of the 4−P iP jU ij CPM. For the fi-
nite element model of the 4−P iP jU ij CPM, the material
is aluminum alloy with low density and high strength. The
material properties are identified, where the Young’s modu-
lus E is 71 GPa, Poisson’s ratio µ is 0.33, and the density
ρ is 2810 kg/m3. In Fig. 8, the structure of the 4−P iP jU ij

CPM and the deformation distribution of the 4−P iP jU ij

CPM are shown, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 8a, let the circumradius of the moving

platform, Ra , be 105 mm, the circumradius of the fixed plat-

form, Rb, be 200 mm, and the height of the moving platform
and the fixed platform, H , be 105 mm. As shown in Fig. 8b,
the mechanism has four actuators. When four actuators apply
5 N of force at the same time, the deformation distribution of
the mechanism is obtained. The result shows that the moving
platform translations along the y axis and x axis. Therefore,
the 4−P iP jU ij CPM can realize the XY translation.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a new synthesis method is introduced for a 2T
redundant actuated compliant parallel mechanism. The new
method is a systematic and simple synthesis method. The
whole type synthesis principle is built upon the FACT ap-
proach, also combining with other principles, including the
principle of independent driving and the symmetrical prin-
ciple. The criteria are introduced for the type synthesis of
the redundant actuated compliant parallel mechanism, and
the process of type synthesis is described in detail. For this
new method, the feasibility and rationality are verified by
analyzing the DOF of the mechanism. New 2T redundant
actuated compliant parallel mechanisms are proposed. The
synthesized mechanisms have some merit, e.g., high carry-
ing capacity, high motion or force transfer performance, and
good driving stability. It can be utilized for micro- or nano-
positioning applications, e.g., biomedical engineering, (inte-
grated circuit) IC packages, scanning probe microscopy, fiber
optics alignments, micro-assembly, and nano-imprint lithog-
raphy.
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